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An Outline of Psychology. By WILLIAMI MCDOUGALL, F.R.S., Professor
of Psychology in Harvard College. Pp. xvi + 456. Londoin: Methuen
& Co., Ltd. 1924. Price 12s. net.

No writer in this country has exerted more influienice upon the development of
psychology alonig dynamic lines than the distinguished author of this volume,
and general satisfaction will be felt among psychologists that he has now given
them a comprehensive and systematic presentation of his views in textbook
form. In writing this book Professor McDougall has in view the needs of
both the junior and the advanced student of psychology, and he has had
printed in smaller type a number of passages in which he has discussed
problems of peculiar difficulty or of secondary importance, recommending the
beginner on first reading to omit these and also the footnotes. In his preface
the author observes that the time has gone by when any one man could hope
to write an adequate textbook of psychology, pointing out that the science
has now so many branches, methods and fields of application that no single
individual can hope to have the necessary familiarity with the whole. In this
book, however, he aims to introduce the student to his science, giving him a
profitable line of approach, a fruitfiul way of thinking of psychological problems
and a terminology as little misleading as possible. The book has the advan-
tages of being interesting, readable and clear, and may be recommended as an
excellent introductory manual to psychology.

As this volume is a textbook the author devotes more attention to cogni-
tive processes than was the case in his former studies; the general principles
upon which his teaching is based do not differ to any notable extent, however,
from those with which psychologists are already familiar from his previous
monographic studies. Professor McDougall now defines psychology as the
science of the human mind, and explains this change from his definition of
psychology, first formulated in 1905, as the' science of behaviour 'as due, not
to a change of viewpoint, bult to the fact that the behaviourists have adopted
his suggestion and carried it, as he feels, to an extreme. In some respects this
change is to be regretted; it may be in some measure true, as the author says,
that a definition is of minor importance, but in this particular case his previous
definition has become intimately associated with his name, and it expresses
or symbolizes, as it were, the essence of his teaching which, with its objective,
dynamic and biological tendencies, has exerted a notable and beneficial
influence upon the development of psychological thought. This change in
definition-made as a protest against the theories and assumptions of the
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American behaviourist school is indicativ-e of the underlyivg aim of the
autthor in wvriting this volutmie. It is mullelh mnore than a textbook ; it is bothi
a statement and a defence of the psychological position reached by the auithor
after thirty years of strenuouis study. It is uinforttunate (especially for the
beginner) that, the psychologist shoutld still be so muich prcocctupied with
dispuitationis, but it mtust inevitably be so as long as there is no agreement
in regard to fuindamental assumptions, categories or methods. Professor
McDouigall describes his book as largely a polemic against the mechanical
psychologies which preponderate at the present time and on behalf of puirpo-
sive psychology. Briefly, he adv-ocates the hormnic theory, or the view that all
animal and human behaviour is purposive in however v-aglue and lowly a degree,
and that purposive action is fuindamentally different from mechanical process.
He takes a more decisive antideterministic attituide than in his former works,
and his views, which are here maintained with mtuch vigour, will, no douibt,
provoke considerable discuission.

The auithor does not consider abnormal psychology in this volume, and he
proposes to deal with this suibject in another book. Psychopathologists will
await with muich interest the application of the principles ouitlined in this
voluime bv Professor AMcDouigall to the problems of abnormal mental life.

H. DEVINE.

Our Fear Complexes. By EDWVARD H. WILLIAIMS anid ERNEST B. HOAG.
Pp. 306. London: George Allen & Uniwin, Ltd. 1924. Price 7s. 6d.
net.

WITHIN these pages we have a medley of discotirse abouit e-eryday fears,
special fears, dreams, Coule, Fretud, and the duictless glands. We cannot feel
that ' nervous ' patients would derive any adequiate benefit from its peruisal
thouigh they might alean some useftul poinits. Not a few chapters contain
inaccturacies anid misleading statements. It is instruictive to learn that " in a
way, the Freiidiani psychologist has simply glorified and somewhat mysticized
a bit of poptular knowledge." As onie wouild here expect, the enldocrine glailds
are familiarly dealt with as the " glands of couirage, fear, health and persona-
litv." Any ineuirotic suifferer wouild do well to seek more auithoritative
literatuire.

C. S. R.

Patologia dei sistemi della vita di relazione. BY PROFESSOR OTTORINO
Rossi, Director of the Cliniic for Nervous Diseases, Royal Univizersity of
Sassari. (Part IX. of Genieral Pathology, edited bv Sen. Professor
A. Luistig anid Professor G. Galeotti.) Milan, 1924. Societa Editrice
Libraria. Pp. 137. Price niot stated.

WE suippose every neuiropathologist at onie time or ainother evinces discointenlt
with published works oIn his suibject ; he never finds exactly what hc wants,
btut has Ino time to write a textbook for himself. Into some 140 pages
Professor Rossi condeinses neuiropathology of a general sort, the physio-
pathology of the nerv-ous system, and the pathology of the voluntary muiscullar
system, and while the critical reader will find somethiing to complain of, as
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